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Student Life Honors Outstanding Students, Faculty and Staff
r----.. Stephanie N. Blahut
'---'Editor in Chief
On May 21, 2004, Student Life held its
annual awards ceremony in honor of
students, faculty advisors, and contributors
who have made a significant impact on the
GSU community.
Student Senate President, Linda
Williams, greeted the crowd and thanked
them for their attendance in support of
Student Life award nominees and recipients.
Williams said that the ceremony was "a
celebration of the contributions,
accomplishments and achievements of our
students, clubs, organizations, and their
advisors."
Proceeding Williams's opening
remarks, Charles Debose and Rosa Harris
performed, "I Believe I Can Fly."
Vice President of the Student Senate,
Derek Stevenson, then gave a brief
explanation of the process for selecting the
award recipients. Stevenson also introduced
the Outstanding Member Award recipients,
which were nominated by their respective
club members and advisors.
The following students were recipients
of the Outstanding Member Award: Amy
Gasbarro (American College of Healthcare
Executives), Darlene Alexander (Black
Student Union), Agah Adeel Saadat
(Computer Science), Crystal Lee (Early
Childhood Association) , Dortha Brown
(Human resource Management), Katrina
Maddox (Illinois Counseling Association),
Shilpa Gupta (International Students), Sue
Hecht (National Speech Student Hearing
and Language Association), Lisa AponteSoto (Phoenix Student Newspaper), Paul

"Student Life," continued on Pg.3

Road to White ·House
Program Paves the Way
r----.. Christina Carney
'---' Section Editor
Michael McDonnell, a graduate student
at GSU, wrote for and received a federal
grant from the Illinois State Library, under
the Office of the Secretary of State, for a
program designed to raise voter awareness.
The program, called "The Road to the
White House", has been funded by the
Institute of Museum and Library Services
(IMLS) as provided for by the Federal
Library Services and Technology Act.
Michael McDonnell is majoring in Political
& Justice Studies and plans to graduate
after the winter 2004 trimester. He has been
running the program since December with
the cooperation of the League of Women
Voters and Project Vote-Smart, a voter
guidance program.
The Road to the White House program
will continue until the end of June 2004. The
program has involved presentations at the
Ringering Room of the Park Forest Public
Library. It has had several speakers from
Governors State University including Dr.
Larry Levinson and Dr. Donald Culverson,
professors of Political and Justice Studies;
Dr. Anthony Andrews, who teaches
Economics; and David Kush, a recent MBA
graduate, who is completing his M.A. in
Political and Justice Studies. Other

speakers
have
included
State
Representative Robin Kelly and State
Senator M. Maggie Crotty. The subjects of
these events vary, and cover issues such
as voter apathy, differences in political
parties, and the importance of the
presidency. The events have even included
re-enactments of former presidential
speeches, portrayed by actor R.J . Lindsey,
and a demonstration of new voting
equipment to be used in the upcoming
elections.
The next two scheduled events are set
for June 12, 2004, with Alfreda Keith Keller
from the Park Forest League of Women
Voters speaking on, "The Vanishing Voter:
Encouraging Election Turnout" and June 26,
with a final presentation on, "The Road to
the White House: A Look Forward. to the
Presidential Election." All the events are
held from 2:30pm to 4:00pm and include
refreshments. The Park Forest Library is
located at 400 Lakewood Blvd., just five ·
miles northeast of the GSU campus.
Further information on the program can
be obtained by calling (708) 748-3731, or
by visiting the website at: http://
www.pfpl.org/roadtowhitehouse.html.
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Some students chose to take advantage of the nice weather by forming
study group outdoors.

In the event of inclement weather, would you know what to do? See
Pg.12 for weather-related information, tips and statistics.

Get The Real Ghost
Story ... Are You
Scared?
Page 7

GSUls CenterPoint
Offers Small Business
Information
Page 11
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Legislat-o rs Versus Educators
r----.. David Chambers
\.....__,)Copy Editor
President Stuart Fagan gave the university community an update on issues facing
GSU at 3:00p.m. Tuesday, May 11, 2004, in the Sherman Music Recital Hall. The President
announced that the new GSU website was 99% complete, and is scheduled to be launched
on or by June 01. By way of explanation as to why the site has been so long in coming, he
stated that the IT department was nearly finished when they realized they needed to
make major adjustments. This was due to the fact that the site was being built around the
needs of the administration, not the interests of the students. In mentioning this he also
pointed out that the site would be user-friendly, and compatible with the CARRS course
registration system. Given the difficulties experienced by almost anyone who has interfaced
with the CARRS system, this can be viewed in one of two ways . Either the people in IT
have figured out a way to manage integration with CARRS, which is nearly a miracle in
and of itself, or the new website will just link with CARRS, and the original problems with
CARRS will remain. This writer will just take a wait-and-see approach .
Diane Dates-Casey, director of the GSU library and coordinator for Academic
Information Technology, was introduced , and gave a very informative demonstration of
how the site functions, explaining by demonstration how much easier it would be to use.
This writer was impressed with the navigational ease and the quality of the organization
of the information, at least with what was demonstrated at that point. Ms. Dates-Casey
then invited every student, faculty member and administrator who might have concerns
as to content to send in their information for requested page and link lists as soon as
possible , so that the information could be added to the site in a timely manner. Ms. DatesCasey also advised the attendees that preparations were being made to invite members
of the university community to join focus groups so that their reactions to the site could be
collected in an effort to make further improvements. This left a generally good impression ,
and the audience applauded with some enthusiasm.
"After final adjustments," Casey said, "the site is scheduled to go live June 1." That
is exactly what happened, dear readers! After the presentation, John Tuohy, Vice President
for administration and planning, had some comments . ''This has been a very complex
project," Tuohy said "We've had to resolve some tricky technical and design questions.
But I think when people see the final product, most will agree that it was worth the wait."
Kudos to all those of you who made it happen, from all of us out here who were really
counting on you to give GSU a respectable Internet presence.
The president also informed attendees that the state legislature was considering a
two percent cut in the budget proposed by GSU, which amounts to some $470,000.00
that was originally appropriated for GSU. This unkindest of cuts also occurred in 2002,
when the state required GSU to return those funds. Near the end of the fiscal year it
appeared that the state would not ask for that money back. Now the state has done
exactly that, so the budget gets even tighter because the legislature cannot, or will not,
manage its budgetary problems without making higher education suffer. The President
then mentioned his intention to offer the faculty some relief in the form of a one-time only,
small bonus, since there is one million dollars available from the "Strategic Initiative Fee"
fund. In times like these, money is stretched so thin, you can almost see right through it!
The legislature seems to act as though it regards education as a low priority. History
shows us that whenever education has been supported, the society and culture as a
whole thrives. Where is the (alleged) leadership in Springfield trying to take us with this
(un)kind of reasoning? Crime statistics show that the uneducated commit the vast majority
of crimes (aside from those committed by lawmakers!), and that as education declines,
crime statistics rise, almost as if in tandem.
In taking this injurious action, the legislature has proven that although it can create
budgets, it can also create victims - victims such as university budgets, who must suffer
cuts in courses which are necessary to graduate; the students whose educational track
has been interrupted because of those cuts, leaving them wondering how they will graduate.
Leaving the public universities between 'rock and a hard place' from budget reductions
due to the legislatures' lack of vision- indeed, their lack of common wisdom jeopardizes
the jobs of administrators, faculty, even the jobs of current and future students. Higher
education in public universities is an investment in the future for those in our society who

Let Rumsfeld Be
Rumsfeld
C)JayDobbs
Commentary Writer
On May 7, 2004, Donald Rumsfeld ,
Secretary of Defense, testified to the senate
and House Armed Services committees
about the abuse of Iraqi prisoners by U.S.
captors. Although he states that it was his
failure for not understanding and knowing
the impact of the photographs of the abuse
prisoners, Rumsfeld states that he can still
continue doing his job as Secretary of
Defense although Democrats are calling for
Rumsfeld's resignation . Do I think Rumsfeld
should resign from his job? My answer is
NO! Yes Rumsfeld should had a better
understanding of the photographs of abuse
Iraqi prisoners, but he shouldn't lose his job
because some U.S . soldiers, private
contractors and intelligence officers made
the decision among themselves to violate
the Geneva Conventions in their treatment
among prisoners. I think Rumsfeld is doing
the best job he can as Secretary of Defense.
Some will say that the photographs of abuse
Iraqi prisoners will hurt the U.S. effort in Iraq
and some will say in light of these events
the U.S. should pull out now. I say the U.S .
should stay and finish what we started . It is
not going to be easy but we will finish our
goal in making Iraq a free and democratic
society because a free Iraq will be a better
Iraq for Iraqis and for American policy in the
Middle East in the future .
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"Educators," continued on Pg.3

To send a letter to the editor, please e-mail your
letter to Phoen ix@govst.edu or send it to us
onl ine via our guestbook at
www.riseofthephoenixonline.com . Letters may
also be sent by mail to:

AFTERSCHOOL PRO RAMS.
I GNORE THEJ\.1 AN D TH EY'LL G O AWA .

AFTERSCHOOLNOW.OR

1-866-KIDS-TODAY

Phoenix Student Newspaper
1 University Parkway
Room E150 0
University Park, IL 60466

The opinions expressed in letters to the editor, on
the commentary page and in the advertisements,
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the entire
Phoenix staff or the GSU administration , faculty,
staff, or students. Advertising is paid for or provided
by the Ad Council service, with funding contributing
only to the Phoenix student newspaper.
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"Student Life" cont. from
~11son (Public Administration), Victor

Sholanke (Social Work), Angelika Berdusis
(Student Education Association), Karen
Lewis (Student Senate), and Barb Randy
(Wellness Club).
Taheria Brown, Student Life graduate
assistant, then announced the Black
Student Union as the recipient of the Club
ofthe Year. The BSU President is Elizabeth
Green; and the advisor is ACESS Director,
Viola Gray.
"BSU is one of the most active and
recognized organization on the GSU
campus," said one BSU nominator.
The award for Outstanding Club
Advisor was presented by Vanessa Newby,
Director of Co-Curricular Activities and
Volunteer Services. The recipient, Dr. Susan
Gaffney, is the advisor of the Public
Administration Club. The Public
Administration Club also received special
recognition from the Student Senate Ad
Hoc, for their ability to rebuild the club in a
"commendable fashion."
Dr. Peggy Woodard, Assistant Provost,
announced the Outstanding Students of the
Year. The award was given to both Linda
Williams and Pamela Thompson. In addition
to Student Senate, Williams is an
undergraduate student in the College of
Health professions. Thompson, also a
member of the Student Senate, serves as
the President of Alpha Sigma Lambda and
was named the 2004 Lincoln Laureate.
In recognition of service and
leadership, Dr. Lorraine Sibbet, Director of
Student Life, presented the following people
with Service Awards: Linda Williams
(Student Senate President), Joy Farmer
(Student Senate Board of Trustees
Representative), Curtis Crims (Former
Student Senate IBHE Representative),
Toure Peck (Former Student Senate IBHE
Representative), Darlene Alexander (Black
Student Union Secretary), Percy Amarteifio
(International Services Office Graduate
Assistant), Taheria Brown (Student Life
Graduate Assistant), Angelika Berdusis

Student Senate President, Linda Williams, welcomes faculty, staff amd students to the 2003-2004 Student Life Awards
ceremony on May 21, 2004.
(Student Education Association Treasurer),
Stephanie N. Blahut (Phoenix Editor in
Chief), Katrina Maddox (Illinois Counceling
Association Vice-President), Paul Peterson
(Public Administration Club President) ,
Karla Bass (Facilities Scheduler), and
Bethany Harms (Business Office
Accountant).
Also recognized during the awards

ceremony were the 2003-2004 GSU
students selected as "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and
Colleges." They include: Tasos Berdusis,
Dortha Brown, Christian Collins, Harold
Damron, Marina Dodaro, Adelica Garcia,
Jennifer Giordano, Elizabeth Green, Chacin
Gustavo, Tasha Holmes, Jaya Jacob, Nancy
Johnson, Tamara King, James Mance, Eva

Maturlak, Kimberly Melton, Audrey
Mcintyre, Sandra Pechtold, Oswaldo
Rivero, Melody Roberts, Derek Stevenson,
Pamela Thompson, Patrice Washington,
and Linda Williams.
The awards ceremony was followed by
a Power Point presentation of photo
archives from the 2003-2004 school year,
as well as refreshments.

GSU Student Joins Sphinx Group
The Sphinx Group, Inc. is pleased to announce the arrival of Jennifer Taylor to our
Internship Program. She comes to us from Governors State University with a creative
marketing vision. She plans to be an exciting addition for the company and is ready to get
both feet wet to move with us towards a brighter future.
She is currently a student and will be earning her masters in communication in August.
Her desire for a unique marketing/communication experience is a direct match for our
commitment to training, consulting, and educating small businesses and individuals on
financial matters.
Ms. Taylor will assist us in our marketing and sales departments as we explore new
strategies for expanding into new markets and territories throughout the Chicago area.
The Sphinx Group, Inc. is dedicated to provide training and consulting in the areas of
financial literacy, investment education, business planning & development ,
entrepreneurship and technology. For information on about our services and programs
please contact us direct at: The Sphinx Group Inc., P.O. Box 2157, Country Club Hills,
Illinois 60478 . You can inquire by phone at: (877)296-2916; or visit our website at: http://
www.thesphinxgroup.com.

"Educators,"continued from Pg.2
cannot usually afford it, but struggle through anyway. When those who purport to represent
'We, the people'(s) interests show this kind of contempt for those less fortunate, yet every
bit as worthy, they show contempt for society as a whole. The list of those affected (and
the resulting ill effects) goes on and on,so the people you and I elected have then obviously
forgotten one very significant fact. When education suffers, the entire society suffers.
How many teachers will have to increase their workload due to ever larger classes,
thereby shortchanging every student, because of the lack of graduating education majors?
How many people will/ose their lives due to a lack of nursing care, because the legislature
simply cannot fund the institutions of higher education that produce these professional
care-givers? Everywhere you look in the media you can find stories about the current
shortage of qualified nurses, and it's only getting worse. The same applies to teachers
and public university professionals, the majority of whom receive a raise about as often
as most of us see a new car! This is all because our elected representatives cannot, or as
I said earlier, will not make the hard decisions necessary to ensure that education is
supported by money, not promises. The legislature seems to be taking the easy way out.
After all, higher education cannot afford expensive lobbyists, who wine and dine the
representatives to bring them around to their way of thinking.
Considering that the majority of those who allegedly represent our interests can and
do give themselves healthy raises when the mood strikes them, we must get back to
basics. Higher education does have some powerful advocates. President Fagan and his
staff are fighting for the needs of the students, the faculty, the university itself, but more
importantly, the future we all face. So if the university community wants to change this
dismal picture, and give their 'representatives' in Springfield who vote 'no' on education a
wake-up call, they can lend a hand in making their future a better place to be. Let them
voice their concerns to their elected representatives in written format, in a massive e-mail
blast, in a phone call, any way you can contribute where the voice of public education will
be heard. When you do your part, remind your elected representative that you can and
will REMEMBER ELECTION DAY!
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Winter 2004 Dean's List
Comprised of undergraduate students who earn a GPA of 3. 695 or higher and are enrolled in at least six or more credit hours.

Abbott, Pamela J.
Abdelhadi, Rafiqa M.
Adams, Christina M.
Adams, Pierre D.
Adams-Perez, Laretta I.
Akman, Deren
Akstins, Susan M
Aldabbagh, Manaal M.
Allan, Mehiar
Allen, Kim R
Allen, Lynette
Allen-Tucker, Danyelle T.
Almasri, Dalia A
Anderson, Denise M
Anderson, Lori M
Andrews, James Scott
Anselmo, Louis R
Aqrabawi, Abeer M.
Archer, Tina M.
Ardon, Frankie
Arevalo, Cynthia
Argue, Monica Y.
Aus, Shelia M.
Avgeris, Jason
Bailey, Dawn
Bailey, Erin E
Bakel, Eileen T
Barajas, Viviana M.
Baranowski, Katie L.
Barboza, Eliseo
Barkstrom, Carolyn M.
Barnes, Bev
Barnes, Melodee I.
Barnes, YaVonna M.
Barry, Nysheka S.
Bass, Monica R.
Batterman, Lynette R
Bayston, Brandon E
Beaver, Bryan M.
Beck, Scott E
Becker, Jacqueline M.
Becker, Tiffany L.
Beland , Julie A.
Bennett, Tiffany J.
Berdusis, Angelika K.
Berg, Steven D.
Bilek, Wendy M.
Bishop, Diane L.
Blanchard, Yuana D.
Borman , Jenny J.
Boswell-Brown, Jennifer
Bots, Kimberly A.
Bousman, Rebecca A.
Bowen, Kristine M.
Boyadjian, Debra L.
Brabec, Jennifer L
Bragg, Mary A
Branch, Palatrice
Brannigan, Sharon M.
Brooks, Nancy A.
Brown, Aaron M
Brown, Latonia
Brown, Loretha
Brown, Mary J.
Bryant, Karen A.
Bunkley, Patricia L.
Burnette, Susan L.
Burns, Elizabeth M
Burton, Kelly M.
Butler, Kimberly A
Cahan, Timothy J
Campbell, Kelly A.
Carter, Jayme M.
Carter, Magnolia
Carter, Richard A.
Gartman, Joshua J.
Cary, Gary W
Cepkauskas, Mary Beth
Chalk, Teresea G
Chapman, Jaimie Marie
Hutman
Charles, Clarissa R.
Chellino, Joseph A
Chen, Hai
Chenoweth, Kelly E
Cherney, Patricia A.
Cherry, Delphine
Chodor, Vivian
Ciechomski, Joe A.
Clausen, Emily A
Coit, Michael
Collier, Shavon
Collins, Charity R
Colvin, Lee F.
Connolly, Theresa A.
Conry, Kelly
Constantine, Christy A
Cooper, Christy L.

Cooper, Wilson, Jr.
Cousins, Lynn E.
Craven, Erin C
Creed, Carol A
Cristelli, Adam
Crowder, Lisa R.
Currins, Carolyn J
Curtin, Kevin J.
Czworniak, Laurel L.
D'Angelo, Stacy A.
Daly, Brandon R.
Daly, Edward J
Dampf, Edward G., Ill
Darby, Nicole C.
Davis, Christine
Davis, Christopher B
Davis, Er'na M
Davis, Kathy A
Davis, Patricia E.
Davis, Rita L.
Davis-Shoat, Sheila Jean
Delaurentis, Barbara
- DeRosier, Gina Marie
Deacon, Joy E.
Denault, David A
Devors, James B.
DiMarco, Colleen A
Difilippo, Aleena M.
Dilday, Kari A
Doherty, Kathleen Mary
Dolan, Brian J
Donnell, Darin P
Doss, Diana
Dovich, Jaime J.
Doyle, Sherry A.
Driscoll, Meagan
Dubose, Lael L
Duda, Deborah L.
Duke, Tonia M
Dulzo, Katie Sue
Dunn, Theodore S
Dutton, Thomas J
Dwyer, Priscilla A
Dykstra, Kristen
Dzielska, Emilia
Dzurko, Amanda M
Easton, Dolores M
Eckberg, Eric R
Einhorn, Jessica A
Eldridge, Tocarra
Engnell, Marilyn D
Enz, Sarah A
Erhardt, Mary K.
Erickson, Kathleen E
Erikson, Kelly M
Evulukwu, Stella N
Fals, Colleen M.
Farley, Deborah C.
Farsatis, Mina B
Fennema, Douglas S
Fernandez, Cristiano
Flessner, Nancy J.
Flynn, Colleen Evelyn
Forster, Nicholas R.
Fountain, Tiffany L.
Frank, Jennifer Lyn
Franken, Natalie A
Friedman, Sima R
Fronczak, Jennifer M
Fry, Nancy G
Furtek, Andrea
Gamberale, Melissa
Gannon, Jill M
Gant, William L.
Garcia, Adelicia C
Gardner, Steven C.
Gardner, Valerie M
Gargola, Natasha C
Gariti, Joseph M
Garrison, Eileen
Garrison, Leon C
Garza, Anjanette M
George, Juliann M.
Gertsch, Penny M
Gindville, Barbara J
Ginex, Michelle Christine
Giuffre, Kathleen A.
Glazebrook, Jill M
Goberville, Greg A
Gomez, Karla M
Gonzalez, Angelique 0.
Gorges, Wendy K.
Graham-Sylvestal,
Jacqueline
Green, Cheryl L.
Greene, Malcolm M.
Grigoletti, Jeff M
Grimm, Lauren K.

Groenendal, Lauren Marie
Groomes, Sherry J.
Gross, Geofrey M
Grothe, Michelle M
Gunther, Jennifer E.
Haan, Kerri A.
Habecker, David II
Hagemaster, Cynthia L.
Hammond, Jackie S.
Hanne, Matthew W
Hansen, Carl R.,Jr.
Harbert, Marsha D.
Harper, Sherticine A
Harris, Hortense S
Harris, Joyce A.
Harris, Krishari M
Hence, David J.
Henderson, Apolonia M.
Hendrickson, Timothy M
Henke, Tara M.
Higgins, Rita A.
Hill, Maurice R.
Hill, Rosa L.
Hillier, Sandra J.
Hilliker, Debra J.
Hobson, Scherese L
Hockenberry, Valarie A
Holland, Ora M
Holland, Waymon
Hop, Heather M
Horner, Randy A.
Hornof, Courtnay L
Horton, Kenyatta M
Hotter, Barbara A.
Howard, Benjamin R
Howard, Geri F
Huffman, Shelley A
Hullum, Shandra E.
Hundt-Larson, Mary Susan
Hyzy, Sonia M.
Intihar, Jennifer M.
Jackson, Jenice R.
Jackson, Rhonda J.
Jackson, Stephanie A
Jacob,JayaM.
Jager, Margaret
Jagodzinski, Kimberly A.
Jakubowski, Jonathan H
James, Lonnie M.
James , Patricia M.
Jean , Janet H.
Jemison-Ewing , lnfini
Patrice
Jenkins, Carlita V
Johnson, Cheri J
Johnson, Eddie T
Johnson, Kristen M
Johnson, Tessa J
Johnson-Eggleston,
Shalon A.
Johnston, Deborah Joy
Jones, Brandlyn P.
Jones, Jacqueline L.
Jones, JoAnn L
Jones, Patricia
Jordan, Rudolph, Jr
Julian, Laura J.
Julien, Harriette P.
Julion, Larry 0.
Kaplan, Tracey L
Kapsalis, Jenice M
Karl, Leah R
Karris, Reid F
Kats, Jamie L.
Kays, Ingrid M
Kelly, Amy Rebecca
Key, Carol G
Khan, Rabia M.
Kieffer, Margot M.
King, Sondra D
King-Brady, Brandi N
Kipley, Jill M
Kladis, Ann
Klappauf, Elizabeth A.
Knight, Kelly A.
Knish, Anne L.
Knockum, RhondaJ
Knowles, Janice
Kohler, Christin M
Kosary, Ron A.
Kotouc, Jimmie E
Krizik, Janice L
Krugman, Candace
Kruse, Sara C.
Kuester, Elisa A
Kuhlmann, Angela E
Kuhlmann, Jacylin S.
Kurrle, Jochen

LaRock, Frances A.
Labit, AmyL
Lacina, Christopher P.
Laninga, Kimberly S.
Larios, Pedro
Larry, Crystal
Lauderdale, Bercilla J
Lenburg, Lisa M.
Leonard, Kathleen A.
Leonard, Theodore J.
Lexow, Andrya J.
Lofrano, Melissa Beth
Longtin, Lindsey R
Loqui, Paul C
Love, Erica Leonard
Lovelady-Johnson, Gia
Loy, Ryan H.
Luhrsen, Steven A.
Lukich, Amy K.
Luszcak, Keith P
Madia, LisaM
Mamatkulova, Khayriniso
Marquez, Johanna
Martin, Nicole K
Martin, Rose M
Martin, Scot R
Mateski, Jason M
Maturlak, Eva V.
Maxwell, Cynthia S
Mazurczyk, Magdalena J
Mazzone, Jeffrey R
Mazzone, Sherri B.
McCain, Colette E.
McCarthy, Martha J
McCiarence, Tiffany R.
McEvoy, John F
McGoldrick, Lisa A
McGuire, Dawn Marie
McGuire, Kimberly A.
McGuire, Meagan J.
Mcinerney, Thomas F.
Mcintyre, Seth A
Mclaughlin, Gary A
Mcleod, Valerie A.
Medina, Sherri A
Meeder, Joanne M
Mehrer, Nicole R
Meier-Balousek, Crystal
Mendez, Adolfo
Metcalf, Christine L.
Meyers, Kelly A.
Mickens, Albertine
Mihalyov, Mark A
Miller, Robert J
Milton, William T.
Miramontes, Martha
Mitchell, Abigail L.
Modrak, David John Jr.
Moffat, Andrew T
Monroe, Joann
Montoya, Michelle L
Moore, Cheryl L.
Moore, Debbie L.
Moyer, Fonda
Mrozek, Lauren A
Muhammad, Felicia L.
Mullin, Stephanie E.
Murphy, Donna M.
Murray, Jane M
Myles, Cynthia S
Nash, Shannon D
Navratil, Jason D.
Naylor, Amy B.
Neander, Heather R
Nelson, Brady L.
Nelson, Carie L.
Nelson, Keri A
Nettles, Sylvester S
Neuhaus, Nicole M.
Neumann, Dawn M.
Newton, Jennifer J
Nicholson, Todd J.
Nilsson, Kristina L.
Nolan, Malchiah
Noland, Kelly J.
Norcutt, Richard A
Normantiene-Warren, Vida
Norris, Steven A
Norwood , Cedric M.
Novak, Michael Stephen
Novakovic, Bonnie E.
Oganovich, Mark P.
Oladipo, Adeola A.
Olson, Christine L
Onak, Susanna Marie
Onyenso, Cherechi V.
Orlando, Dana J.
Ortega, Elizabeth

Othman, Marfat D
Ourada, Susan T.
Oyetola, Anthony
Paczkowski, Nicole A
Page, Susan G.
Pagoria, Kelly M
Panico, Danielle M
Parilli, Tara M.
Pasbrig, Nathan R.
Pawelski, Lisa M
Pawluczyk, Jim
Payton, Lori A
Pearson, Maritza P
Pechtold, Carolyn A.
Pechtold, Sandra A
Pekau, Betty J
Perry, Jeannie M
Peters, Susan L.
Peterson, Patti J.
Petkewicz, Andrew W.
Petrie-Davis, Jacqueline D
Pickens, Mary J.
Pienias, Katie M
Pilny, Laura Jean M.
Pleasant-Hillman, Whitney
Polson, Teresa K
Poremba, Laura B
Potete, Leslie R
Powell, Mary G
Powell, Michelle J
Pritchard, Lisa R.
Pubins, Laura A.
Pupa, Coreen M
Pusz, Andrew J
Putrius, Rimas A
Quinn, Theresa L
Radimecky, Daniel R.
Rady, Kelly M
Rahayu, Novita Sari
Ramirez, Rebecca R
Ras, Donna R
Ratcliff, Christopher L.
Raymond-Honkoski , Laura
Reavis, Randy H.
Reitz, Barbara A
Reule, Linda M
Rhone, Phyllis
Richardson, Michelle
Riley, Kionna E.
Rimdzius, Jonathan J
Roberts, Eric D.
Robinson, Linda A.
Rock, Dorothy R.
Rodgers, Theresa J
Roditis, Antonios N.
Rodriguez, BrendaR
Rogers, Gayle L.
Rogers, Vel
Rogman, Neil J
Rohrer, Brooke M
Rolenc, Angela M
Rone, Maresa D
Roseen, Kathy L.
Rottmann, Kelly K.
Roy, Eric
Saele, Michael J
Sanders, Nicole Amanda
Sanders, Rita L.
Sanderson, Carl
Sandoval, Sonja
Santillan, Erendira
Santor, Jennifer M
Saxena, Poonam
Schassburger, Jamie Rose
Schkerke, Amanda R
Schmidt, Katherine J
Schoenhofen, Louise A.
Schoot, Joshua D
Schubert, Sarah P.
Schultz, Rhonda S.
Schwiesow, Cheryl L.
Sharer, Lindsey R.
Shaughnessy, Robert J.
Shields, Dawn L.
Shinovich, Bradley John
Siano, Carol A
Sidenstick, Erica L.
Sikora, Andrea L
Simington, Jamal A
Simmons, Mark
Sims, Katrina J.
Sink, Amber L.
Skizas, Jamie L.
Slavik, Cheryl A
Slawinski, Joan T.
Slick, Debra S
Smit, Susan M.
Smith, Lisa M.

Smith, Sara D.
Smith, Tia
Smulin, Emily Suzanne
Sokolowski, Louise
Soparawala, Santosh R.
Sorensen, Barbara E.
Southern, Tammie D
Sparks, Christine A.
Specht, Renee M.
Spencer-Smith, Cheri D
Stahulak, Julie E.
Staisiunas, Julia A.
Stalcup, Joseph S.
Stanfa, Nichole
Staros, Keith E.
Stege, Katherine D
Stepanek, Sandra M
Stephens, Yonna D.
Stepien, Kristen Anne
Stone, Kathleen M.
Suarez, Diane M.
Sullivan, Keith A
Sutter, Dawn K.
Sutton, Tiffany L.
Swenson, Colleen
Tam, Rosaly C
Tarantino, Ralph
Tarnowski, Larry Will
Taylor, Pam S.
Ternig, Brenda B.
Tero, Deborah A
Thirion, Kristin A.
Thoma, Laura A.
Thompson, Lyndsay A.
Thurmond, Ricardo F
Tipple, Mark A.
Tolefree, Judith T.
Traina, Suzanne L.
Tran, Huy
Tremmel, Michele
Tuman, Melissa A
Turman, Demetra
Turner, Kibbee N.
Tyler, Shanita S.
Uidl, Kimberly E.
Urbanski, Anthony A.
Van Artsen, Debbie
VanEtten , Kristi A.
Vanosky, Melissa A.
Vellenga, Carrie E.
Vesin , Dragana
Vickery, Cynthia S.
Visconti, Rachel A.
Vitale, Natalie
Walker, Charli
Walker, Kristin L.
Wallace, Meghann E.
Walus, Malanal.
Ward, Ben D.
Ward, Rhonda L.
Warren, Zachary
Washington, Patrice
Waters, Rishawn C.
Weaver, Rachel J.
Weber, Edith M.
Weber, Kendra N.
Webster, Paul S.
Wegner, Marcy A.
Wegrzyn, Bart
Weinberger, Renae M.
Welk, William J.
Werschkul, Melissa A
West, Douglas M.
Wexelberg, Karl G.
White, Deborah L
White, William D
Whitney, Catherine A
Widacki, Suzanne M
Wilkins, Sue A
Williams, Kenneth B.
Williams, Letitia D.
Williams, LuAnn T
Williard, Michelle M
Wilson-Hughes, Saundra
Witt, Diana M.
Woolery, Frederick P.
Wormely, Lorraine
Wyatt, Ann M.
Wydeveld, Amber M.
Yates, Anjeanette D.
York, Barbara K.
Zahara, Karla M.
Zeigler, Gerald L.
Zilka, Mava J.
Zontek, Dorota K.
Zurmoehle, Ray H.
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Faculty Interview: Dr. Shih

0

Aamir Siddiqui
Contributing Writer

GSU has never been short of great
personalities, be it in the role of
administrator, teacher, educator or official.
But rarely does one comes across a
persona who is all four rolled into one. GSU
has many professors with backgrounds in
various fields . One of the more popular
faculty members in GSU is in the Computer
Sciences Program (College of Arts &
Sciences), and unarguably one of the most
admired and recognizable is Dr. Steve Shih.
My interactions with Prof. Shih go back
a couple of years. He is among those
modern minds at GSU who always craves
change, whether in the curriculum or in
academia, and of course these changes
have only one goal in mind: precisely, the
betterment of student community, and
advancement of GSU in terms of technology
and resources .
Dr. Shih has so many commitments that
he hardly finds time for activities other than
his professional responsibilities . But he
graciously agreed for an interview when I
requested it of him.
He was born in southern Taiwan during
a period of turmoil and chaos, when the
economy was in bad shape. "It was a difficult
time to cope with, average income at that
time was $20 a month as compared to $10K
a year now" he said.
But all those hardships did not deter
the resolve and determination of a young
boy who always dreamt of a better life.
Primarily it was his parents who have
provided him with the sound foundation
upon which he built his own life. His family
was among the few at that time which were
modern, cultured and highly educated. He
has fond memories of his family, "My father
and mother both are teachers. My father
was principal of the school and my mother
teaches in the same school" he said.
No wonder the destiny for this young
boy was written then and there: he was to
become a teacher one day.
Even in his initial days he was a bright
and hard-working student. He preferred to
stay in the library when he could. That was
the time he developed a love with the books
that is getting stronger and stronger day by
day.
On a question as to whether he always
dreamt of becoming a teacher due to the
family influence, he answered, "No. As a
teenager I did have many dreams and one
of them was to become a film director, "he
said candidly. "It was my father who

suggested otherwise, as it is not a good
option in that trying period". His father never
tried to influence his son 's decision , but like
every father he was always there to see that
his son was going on the right path.
"He encouraged me to do whatever I
wanted, but asked me to do it with good
intentions, sincerity and hard work" Shih
added.
After completion of his college
education in 1983, he then served in the
armed forces of Taiwan for two years as
required by the law.
He started his professional life as an
assistant manager at Hitachi, one of the
highly regarded conglomerates in Japan.
But Dr. Shih is not one who rests on his
laurels. He decided to pursue higher
education in the US. About that time, he
remembered, "It was not the best time to
get a masters in computer science: it was
an era of bulky and cumbersome
GSU's first group of McNair students walk around the nation's capital during a
mainframes, desktop PCs were still in their
recent trip to Washington, DC. For more information on the McNair Scholars
infancy, and code writing and debugging in
~--'""'"'.,."''"'"" please contact Viola Gray at v-gray@govst.edu or Christina Wang
coding sheets was a nightmare." But
mcnair-ga@govst.edu. See ad below for more details.
challenge is something Dr. Shih always
thrived upon. He finished his masters and
Ph .D. at the State University of New York
campus in Binghamton. His dissertation
developed a scheme for an object-oriented
reuse library that supports concurrent
programming.
He joined Governors State University
in 1993. During the course of 10 years he
has been recognized as one of the
outstanding faculty by students and the
school. Due to his passion for teaching, he
has involved himself activities for promoting
students study opportunities, and provided
guidance for students expanding their
professional activities. This year, he has an
additional responsibility as the Coordinator
t~~~--of the Computer Science Program.
When asked what does it mean to be a
Looking for Science Majors**
teacher, he said "To teach is to learn: we
(Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science or Health Professions)
teach students and learn from them, the
Great program for students who want to pursue a
largest and toughest goal for a teacher is
not only to pass his knowledge on to his
students, but also to challenge them to
Contact
become a better human being, not just
intellectually smart, but also morally rich as
well".
RoomC1330
His statement is attested to by his
former students and his colleagues. Agha
Ext. 2230
Adeel Saadat, one of his former students
and now an employee of a multinational
company, has nothing but praise for him.
Dr. Shih exudes a certain kind of charisma ..
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"Shih," continued on Pg.6

BOG Alumni Accepts Student
Coordinator Position
Stephanie N. Blahut
Editor in Chief
-

There's a new face among the staff in
the Board of Governors office. Jennifer
Younker, GSU Alumni, has recently
accepted the position of Student Services
Coordinator.
"It is a very exciting opportunity and I
feel blessed that I am able to work for the
place that has inspired and allowed me
such opportunities to learn and grow," said
Younker.
As a BOG alumnus, Younker is
familiar with the office and its operations.
To add to her resume, Younker has six
years experience working for a printing
company while pursuing her BOG degree.
Currently, Younker is enrolled in the
Master's in Communication program at
GSU.
"I plan to take some time off from
school after I graduate with my M.A. in
Communications in August, but I definitely
see myself pursuing a doctorate sometime
in the future," said Younker.
The Student Service Coordinator's
position will encompass reaching out to the
public to let them know about the
opportunities that GSU and the BOG
program offers them, as well as assisting
students with questions that they may have
about
portfolio
creation
and
evaluation. Another key role will be to

promote the BOG
program at a variety
of different venues,
as well as planning
BOG open houses
and
portfolio
seminars.
"Everyone has
such
diverse
backgrounds, but
we all have our
BOG alumni
education goals
Jennifer Younker.
that we share, and
it makes for a focused and driven
environment that is completely revolved
around the educational experience," said
Younker. "I love the atmosphere [at GSU].
It is a community that supports and grows
with each other. "
For more information on the new
Student Services Coordinator, visit Ms.
Younker's webpage on the GSU website,
visit:
http://www.govst.edu/bog/
t_bog_staff.asp?id=2422.
For questions or further information
on the BOG program and upcoming
events, contact Jennifer Younker, BOG
Student Service Coordinator, by telephone
at: 708-235-2223, or by e-mail at: jyounker@govst.edu.
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Former GSU Student Nominated
For Teacher Of The Year
-Eddie Torba
Contributing Writer

Dr. Steve Shih, GSU Computer Science Program.
"Shih,." contin.u ed from Pg.S
and intelligence. His role is more like a
gardener. He nurtures his students. He can
be the strictest teacher in academic matters
but · he is equally concerned about his
students' problems. His interaction with
students goes beyond the four walls of a
classroom, and that fosters a life long
relationship that cherishes respect and
reverence for him."
Dr Shih is a devoted student of new
technologies. His passion to stimulate his
students always keeps him motivated to
acquire knowledge of advances in- new
technologies. His students are very vocal
in their appreciation for his ability to apply
new techniques to impart knowledge in the
classroom. One of his current students
called his teaching style exceptional. "He is
sometimes more concerned for student's
grades then the students themselves. He
tries· to get as much feedback from his
students as he can, and that speak volumes
about his dedication and commitment," he
added.
When asked about his positive and
negative experiences in his teaching career,
he said "the high point is when my students
do well in real life because of tbeJmowledge
they acquired during their stay at GSU, and
the low point is when people do not
acknowledge the contribution of their
academic institution."
His enthusiasm can be gauged by the
fact that even after 11 years of teaehing he
still feels a slight twinge of excitement when
he goes to teach a class. This prevents him
from becoming stagnant and monotonous,
and motivates him to inspire his students
with his devotion and perseverance.

On a question about the tight job
market and issues like outsourcing and
technology transfer he emphasized that,
"We need to cope with those issues. What
we need is to improve our curriculum in a
way that is more productive and rich in terms
of both theoretical as well as pr~c:<tical points
of view."
He further elaborates, "Our students
have to adapt to those changing scenarios
and concentrate on those fields that are in
demand."
When asked as to how he sees himself
in five years he accentuated the fact that
he would still be teaching, as that is his first
love.
"I would like to be part of the
administration, so that I would be helpful in
shaping up the policy matters pertaining to
the curricula and student welfare."
When asked about his fal!lily his eyes
gleamed with pride "I have a very happy
family with two kids. A girl and a boy, and
both are teenagers."
About what he wants them to be in the
future he said "I would like them to have
lovely personalities first and then I would
help them in whichever field they are
interested in."
According to my understanding, Dr.
Shih's personal interests are playing tennis,
watching movies, listening to music and
traveling. That completed my interview with
Dr. Shih. On my way back I was wondering
how, with a perfect family and a progressive
career, what more Dr. Shih could ask for.

Rebecca Pope, former GSU student,
is nominated for the teacher of the year
award for her school. Irene King
Elementary School of district 356U, located
in Romeoville, hosts a yearly school-wide
contest for the teachers. Each year
students, other teachers, and the principle
nominate five teachers in the school that
have done something special throughout
the year. Rebecca is one of the five that
has been nominated. A panel often judges
from the school will select the winner on
May 29, 2004.
Pope was born in Mokena, IL and has
lived there all twenty-four years of her life.
Pope attended Mokena Elementary
School, as well as Mokena Public High
School. Pope feels that her past
experiences with her early education has
a huge influence on her methods of
teaching.
, "I remember that I only learned when
the teacher rnade itfun," Pope said. "I wa.n t
rnY kids .to feeiJhe same way. I like making
teaclling "fuo; they learn more and I have

"

"

currently a third grade teacher
~"•.::•m•>nt"'"' School: She

biggest reason.
"For a first year teacher, Pope was able
to relate to every child in her class and
make sure that each one was truly learning
something," said Principle Patricia Cofee.
"Pope has a difficult class, with several
students having minor problems like ADD
or other attention disorders. She never
failed. Pope always had control of her class.
She is the best first year teacher I have
ever seen:"
"[Pope is excited about her nomination]
because this is my first year of teaching I
never expected anything like this," said
Pope, two days after she was nominated.
"I am so.. excited that my principle
recognized my efforts. I really doh't need
to win the award, just being nominated is
good enough."
Eileen Curland 1 another .third grade
teacher, and nominee for teacher of the
year at Irene Elementary has nothing .but
good thiQgs to say aboutPope.
"She has a great yo\Jng attttyde toward
teaching," said Eileen, "Though she w-as
given a . more difficUlt class, . one would
pever recogqize that fact All of herstudents
have beentouct)ed by ~eb!:)cga."
;17ope·'s ·dad ·
Keith · ·
is Proud
his

...... ...l-"""".... .byOwnerin Chicago
Newly carpeted
"bedroom, 1.% bath2-story
room. pantry a~ mare! Maintenance free exterior includkt9"!i .
siding. aluminum wrapped windows. fascia, seamless gutterS and
downspouts. New el'lergy-efficient furnace. Great ~rter,;home~ .,
'
$91.500.
; ' ,,,,
'
To schedule an.appoinbnent call (708)·7*2436. ·

vernors State University launched the upgrads;d university website
June 1, 2004. To view the new design, updated information and added
features, please visit http://www.govst.edu.
_J..__
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Chicago Band Proves They're Not Your Typical Ghost Story
N. Blahut
C) Stephanie
Editor in Chief
Described by one band member as,
"Mexicali Pre-Post Progressive Rock with
space noises," Ghost Story has definitely
made their mark on the Chicago music
scene.
Ghost Story consists of Mark
Mclaughlin (vocals), Tim Nix (drums),
John Molina (lead guitar), Aaron Elmore
(bass) and Jeremy Felt (rhythm guitar).
The current line-up of band members have
been collaborating for about a year, and
have played shows at Elbo Room, Beat
Kitchen, and the Double Door.
"Overall, the reaction has been really
positive; we get a lot of support from other
Chicago bands," said Mclaughlin. "It's
always nice to be supported by your
peers."
Ghost Story's May 11, 2004, show at
the Double Door added more positive
feedback to their record. Although the
Double Door is a hot, sweaty, dimly lit
oversized bar of some under-aged looking
drinkers, it is always great to go out and
attend a new band's performance;
especially when that band has got it
together in regards to sound, persona, and
performance. Unfortunately, I cannot
describe to you exactly what "pre-post
progressive rock with space noises"
sounds like, but regardless Ghost Story
is one of the best new bands in the area
(that hasn't already broken-up).
Ghost Story's success is due in no
small part to the stamina and charisma of

Ghost Story memebrs Mark McLaughlin (vocals), Tim Nix (drums), John Molina (lead
guitar), Aaron Elmore (bass) and Jeremy Felt (rhythm guitar) give everything to their fans at
the Double Door in May. (Left) The bands new EP, "WAKEMEWHENITSOVER".
their vocalist, Mark Mclaughlin.
Mclaughlin is an
amazing mix of boyish
charm,
grown
up
sadness and teen angst.
His
vocals
are
passionate and his lyrics
can
leave
you
emotionally distraught at
times (this is especially
true far the song, "Wake
me when it's Over").
"As far as writing
and arranging the music
is concerned, it's a
collaborative effort," said
Mclaughlin. "Most of the
songs have started with
John or Aaron bringing
a riff or melody to the

table and we kick it around or work with it
until we have something that everyone is
happy with."
Earlier this year, Ghost Story recorded
a
self-produced
EP
entitled,
WAKEMEWHEN/TSOVER songs: The
Burn, Loud Mouth, Pleasure, and
WAKEMEWHENITSOVER. Recorded at
Great Western Record Recorders in Tolono,
Ill,
WAKEMEWHENITSOVER was
mastered by Dan Stout (Chicago Recording
Company) and was mixed and engineered
by Matt Talbot (former lead singer and
guitarist of Hum). The band feels that MP3
downloading is a great way for lesser known
bands to have their music heard, so they
offer all four songs on their website at http:/
/www. ghost-story. net.
Nameless music entities have dubbed

Ghost Story as "progressive modern rock
music for schizophrenics;" with that in
mind, understand that Ghost Story is
definitely worth checking out even if you
are out of your medication.
"Ultimately I'd rather have people love
our music or hate it," said Mclaughlin.
"Luke warm signs are a token sign of
mediocrity."
You can catch Ghost Story live at the
Elbo Room on July 15, 2004. Mark
Mclaughlin will be co-hosting the Matt
Dahl show on 105.9 FM on July 10, 2004,
at 9:00am. For more information on the
band or to leave a posting on the band's
message board, visit: http://www.ghoststory.net.

The Curse of Blondie Proves Blondie is Still Not Bleached Out
David Heckler
Entertainment Correspondent
Back in the mid to late 1970's and early
1980's, Deborah Harry did what no other
woman in rock 'n roll had ever attempted to
do before her. She was the punk rock pinup girl. She wore wedding dresses and
combat boots onstage at CBGB long before
Madonna ever did it on MTV, and she had
bleached hair with black roots before any
other punk girl knew what hair dye was. Her
goal at the time was to create the image of
a woman who was tough yet beautiful, a
striking combination of New York City streetsmart, and 1950's Hollywood glamour.
The former backup singer for a hippy
band, ex-Playboy bunny, and waitress at
Max's Kansas City came up with the
ultimate character creation: Blondie. She
used the name because it was what truck
drivers used to scream out at her on the
streets. The ultimate way for Harry to take
control of herself in the world of rock 'n roll,
especially in the seedy underground world
of punk, was to embrace her femininity and
throw an edge on it. The character of
Blondie was the name bestowed on her
band: the motley crew of Jimmy Destri on
keyboards, Chris Stein on guitar, Clem
Burke on drums, and various rotating
musicians throughout the years on bass and
second guitar.
Blondie wound up achieving what no
other punk band at the time achieved:

commercial success. Throughout the
course of six albums, Blondie and Debbie
Harry managed to help change the direction
of the music industry into the New Wave.
They managed to mesh punk with
everything from rap, reggae, and disco, to
elevator
music.
Success had its
eventual toll and the
band broke up in
1982, partly because
they weren't getting
along, and partly
because of Chris Stein
(who was also Harry's
boyfriend) developing
a strange and rare
disease that took him
four years to recover
from. Debbie Harry
never went away,
managing to put out a
slew of solo albums
while building an impressive acting career.
In 1998, the original members of
Blondie reformed and in 1999 they released
their reunion album, No Exit. The reunion
was highly successful and No Exit sold well,
but unfortunately, it wasn't a very good
album. The last album before Blondie's
1982 breakup, The Hunter, has never been
considered the best of their work, and No
Exit tried to bridge the gap between 1982
and 1999 as if the band never went away.
Tragically, No Exit came across as

trying to have a punk snarl while trying to
be commercial. Now at the age of 59,
Debbie Harry and her boys have put out The
Curse of 8/ondie, on Sanctuary Records.
This should have been the reunion album.
For those who fell in love with Blondie's punk
aesthetic, the album is
loaded with anger. For
those who fell in love
with the dance-ability
of some of their songs,
there is plenty of that,
too.
Harry, with her
voice still beautiful,
takes the Blondie
character through a
series of adventures
1
~ that place her sifting
through a post Sept.
11, New York City.
She's angry as hell on
the punk-rap fusion
"Shakedown." She's alluringly feline on the
disco rock, "Good Boys." She's singing
about the drug days on such furious songs
as, "Undone" and "Golden Rod." The album
even has a very touching tribute to the late
Joey Ramone in "Hello Joe." The band is,
as always, still genre splicing. However, it
is the most sophisticated the band has ever
been, while at the same time it is strippeddown angry fun.
The Curse of 8/ondie is an unusually
well-layered album that is in the same ranks

as the first five Blondie albums, which are
considered classics. It's the perfect type of
CD that could be played from start to finish.
It has the appeal of 1978's Parallel Lines,
which critics and fans consider to be the
definitive Blondie album, in that every song
is melodically and musically tight. The band
sounds better than ever. At 59, if Deborah
Harry can prove she is still this good and
this eclectic, then hopefully she will keep
rocking on.

Blondie discography:
Blondie (1976)
Plastic Letters (1977)
Parallel Lines (1978)
Eat to the Beat ( 1979)
Autoamerican (1980)
The Best ofBlondie (1981)
The Hunter (1982)
No Exit (1999)
Live (2000)
The Curse of Blondie (2004)
Deborah Harry solo discography:
Koo Koo (1981)
Rockbird (1986)
Once More into the Bleach (1988)
Def Dumb, and Blonde (1989)
Debravation ( 1993)
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Eating Disorders Don't
Discriminate

The Millennium Diet:
Going Low-Carb
By: Lisa Aponte-Soto
According to the Journal of American Medical Association (JAMA), the number of
Americans who are overweight has been increasing steadily reaching an astounding
64.5% in 2002, of which over 30% are considered obese. According to the Surgeon
General, obesity and related illnesses claim 300,000 lives a year. Some say that the
high fat, sugar, and carbohydrate consumption in American diets is the culprit. As a
society, we eagerly turn to food trends as the answer to our weight loss prayers from
low-fat fads in the 90s to new low- carb frenzy.
Since the late Dr. Robert C. Atkins introduced low carb diets, his weight loss plan
has been surrounded by both skepticism and controversy. Some experts argue that the
diet is not heart friendly because of the high protein meat and dairy intake.
As a board certified physician, Dr. Atkins claimed his diet is a safe and effective
lifestyle plan, even for people suffering from unstable blood sugar, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, high blood pressure, arthritis, hormonal imbalance, and
osteoporosis, among other conditions.
While the premise of Atkins diet plan is centered on cutting carbs out of the daily
meal plan and substituting protein rich foods, it is not carb free. The diet goes through
four different phases whereby participants gradually increase the number of grams of
total carbohydrate intake per day. In the final phases the daily total carbs are adjusted
(increased or decreased) based on the individual level of weight loss and target weight.
Now that commercial food producers have jumped on the bandwagon, you can buy
just about anything low carb, including bread, dairy, and alcoholic beverages. Some
dieters are so obsessed with the low carb plan that they consume nearly no carbs to
reap the weight loss, while many people are avoiding carbs all together.
The Atkins diet has been supported on the notion that carbohydrates are formed
from sugars and sugars are stored as fat molecules. However, carbs are a primary
source of energy storage and supply; eliminating carbs is not part of a balanced diet
plan. Therefore, the potential long-term effects of this plan leads to medical concerns of
malnutrition.
Our bodies are predominantly composed of water, 50 to 95 percent, with one percent
composed of small ions (potassium, sodium and calcium). Chemically speaking, the
remaining part of our living systems are made up of four essential organic molecules:
carbohydrates, lipids, proteins and nucleotides. Garbs are an essential part of our daily
energy supply.
Since our bodies will naturally crave carbs, dieters can often relapse into high-carb
binging. "The trick is in not shunning the good carbs along with the bad," says Mary Ellen
Evans of Eating Well magazine. The difference between "good" and "bad" carbs is their
nutritional value. While bad carbs contain highly refined sugars, good carbs include
whole grains, legumes, fruits and vegetables that are high on fiber and energy.
Dr. John Westerdahl says that if we are going for the thin-factor, "it important to
recognize that the thinnest people in the world eat a diet rich in carbohydrates." For
example, Asian and African cultures consume diets with high amounts of good carbs
and small portions of animal proteins.
A rule of thumb for dieters is that nature's food is always best, while refined, processed
foods are nutrient-depleted and have unhealthy fillers and preservatives. If you are
considering a weight loss program, always consult a physician first.
For additional information and recipes visit www.eatingwell.com.
Sources: Atkins for Life by Robert C. Atkins, M.D.; Eating Well: The Magazine of Food
an Health Spring 2004, "Good-Garb Cookery" by Mary Ellen Evans; Veggie Life: Good
Food for Good Health Summer 2004, "Nutritionally Speaking" by Dr. John Westerdahl,
PhD, MPH, RD; Curtis & Barnes Biology.

(NAPSA)-Obesity isn't the only problem we apparently have to worry about. It now
appears that even as the media spotlight was focused on America's expanding waistline,
two other disorders besides compulsive overeating-anorexia and bulimia-were also
worsening.
In fact, according to the latest research, all three disorders have grown to such an
extent that health experts have been forced to rethink the traditional image of "eating
disorders" in general being mainly associated with young, privileged white women. In
today's world, people of all ages, sexes, socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds are
affected.
Eating disorders are the most deadly of what are classified as mental illnesses. At
The Renfrew Center, the nation's first freestanding and largest treatment facility for such
disorders, for example, one ofthe most startling things they've discovered is the expansion
of the age range of those seeking help: 23.5 percent of the women treated at Renfrew are
now over 35, as opposed to 17.5 percent just 3 years ago. What's more, the center is also
treating an increasing number of women of color.
When Renfrew opened in 1985, we saw women from all social , economic and ethnic
backgrounds," said Sam Menaged, Renfrew's president and CEO. "However, in the last
few years we have seen a dramatic increase in the number of women over 35 and in the
number of non-Caucasian women coming into treatment."
How to explain those shifts? While media images continue to glamorize excessive
thinness- widely agreed to be a contributing factor in the rise of eating disorders-middleaged women often have their own particular set of stresses to cope with that include
divorce, "empty-nest syndrome ," and changes in body size and shape. And , as Menaged
adds, "While women of color face the same stressors as Caucasian women, they may
also experience racism, and thus increasingly turn to eating disorders to cope."
Because eating disorders are complex, involving both physical and psychological
issues, they are often misunderstood and among the most difficult illnesses to treat.
Research has found that it takes longer for non-white women to be correctly diagnosed
with anorexia and their symptoms are more severe at time of diagnosis. The misdiagnosis
of women of color and the delay or lack of treatment for their eating disorder is hazardous
to their health and can result in an increased risk of mortality.
If these disorders are diagnosed and treated early, there is a much better response
to treatment and a higher rate of recovery.
Eating disorders are serious health- and life-threatening physical disorders that most
often stem from some underlying emotional cause. They usually fall into three categories:
Anorexia Nervosa, or self-imposed starvation; Bulimia Nervosa, the repeated cycle of
out-of-control eating followed by some form of purging; and Binge Eating Disorder, or
compulsive overeating.
Some of the common warning signs that indicate that a person may be
suffering from anorexia include:
-Continues to diet or restrict foods even though she is not overweight.
-Has distorted body image-feels fat even when she is thin.
-Exercises obsessively and weighs herself frequently.
Some of the common warning signs that indicate that a person may be
suffering from bulimia include:
-Engages in binge eating and cannot voluntarily stop.
-Feels guilty or ashamed about eating.
-Uses the bathroom frequently after meals.
Some of the common warning signs that indicate that a person may be
suffering from binge eating disorder include:
-Eats large amounts of food when not physically hungry.
-Eats much more rapidly than normal.
-Often eats alone because of shame or embarrassment.
The Renfrew Center, which has treated over 35,000 women since opening its doors
in 1985, has residential and outpatient facilities in Philadelphia, greater Ft. Lauderdale,
as well as outpatient sites in Bryn Mawr, Penn., Northern New Jersey, New York City,
Southern Connecticut and Miami. The Renfrew Center specializes in the treatment of
eating disorders, including anorexia, bulimia, binge eating disorder and related mental
health issues.
To learn about eating disorders or to find out more information about The Renfrew
Center or any of its programs, call 1-800-RENFREW, or visit www.renfrewcenter.com.

Circadian Rhythms And Sunlight: Does The Lighting In Your Office
Affect Your Work Productivity?
~Li sa

Aponte-Soto
\...__../Health Columnist
Social psychologists stand by theories
that our physical environment impacts our
behavior. Some claim that improper office
lighting affects our work productivity.
As early as the 1920s and 1930s, a
series of studies conducted by Hawthorne
at the Western Electric Company Works in
Cicero, Ill ., observed the effect of various
illumination levels on worker productivity.
While the experiment at the time was
deemed inconclusive at time, subsequent
studies have associated the qualities of light
with behavioral and biological functions.
While light and dark energy are both
important to the body, light deprivation has
become routine in today's busy lifestyle. We
go from poor-quality, low-level lighting at
work or school to dark home environments.
Lack of natural lighting or dim indoor lighting
have also been attributed to seasonal
depression aptly referred to as the winter
blues, among other conditions. Light

therapy has been developed to treat
conditions from seasonal affective disorder,
certain sleep problems, depression and jet
lag.
In addition, research on the effects of
artificial illumination has revealed that using
indoor ultra violet (UV) lighting in classroom
environment decreased the number of
cavities, body fat gain, and improved
scholastic achievement. Participants also
experienced height
gains. Researchers in
California have found
that children in schools
that use natural
lighting are more
attentive, learn faster
and have higher
scores
on
standardized exams.
Part
of
the
reasoning is that UV
lighting mimics some
of the effects of natural
outdoor lighting, which

provides vital spectral energy necessary for
biological functions, such as growth. Natural
light provides essential sources of Vitamins
D through UV blue light rays, for example,
which are absorbed through the skin in a
much similar fashion as plant life consumes
sunlight energy through leaves. However,
UV illumination energy levels are much
lower than daylight. UV lighting is not the
best substitute since it may be harmful in
high doses, such as
those used for tanning,
which
could
be
carcinogenic over
long-term use.
Recently,
researchers
in
Pennsylvania have
begun to associate
light energy absorption
with circadian rhythms.
The principal finding is
that shift workers do
not receive adequate
illumination levels

because their biological clocks are
disrupted; therefore, shift employees may
be predisposed to developing certain
illnesses such as infections and cancers.
They propose to uncover what time of day
light exposure is needed and in what
degree . Investigators promise to
revolutionize the work environment by
developing schedules for stimulating
positive responses.
Experts recommend a daily routine of
10 to 15 minute walks in outdoors with
hands and face exposed in order to absorb
adequate amounts of Vitamin D synthesis.
Additional information is available at
www.buildings.com, and also at:
www.naturallighting.com.
Sources: Robbins & Coulter (2002).
Management. New Jersey, Prentice Hall.
Linda K. Monroe. Light and Human Health.
Buildings March 2004, Curtis & Barnes
Biology.
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Don't Be Blinded By The Light
(NAPSA)-Imagine being "blind with
light." That's how some people with an eye
disease called keratoconus describe their
vision.
The disease
has no known cure
and some who
have it don't know
it because it often
begins
as
a
common vision
disorder, such as nearsightedness and
astigmatism.
Keratoconus causes the cornea to
progressively thin and distort while changing
shape, resulting in blurry vision. It can
severely affect the way we see the world,
including simple tasks such as driving,
watching TV, or just reading a book.
The cornea is normally a round or
spherical shape, but with keratoconus, it
bulges, distorts into more of a cone shape.
This affects the way light enters the eye and
hits the light-sensitive retina.
While the cause is unknown, scientists
believe genetics, excessive laser eye
surgery, and atopic diseases such as hay
fever, eczema and asthma may be factors.
According to Dr. Arthur Epstein, director
of the Contact Lens Service of North Shore
University Hospital, NYU School of
Medicine and chairman of Optometry for the
Center for Keratoconus, "If left untreated,
the disease can severely affect the way
keratoconus patients see the world."
The key, he adds, is to catch the
disease early. The onset is usually during
adolescence, but can happen in children as
young as six. It may progress rapidly or take
years to develop. The vision loss can usually
be corrected by glasses at first, but
eventually gas permeable contact lenses
and, in some cases, corneal transplants are
necessary.

For more information, see your eye
doctor. To get answers to frequently asked
questions, learn about the latest research
and share your experiences with other
people with keratoconus, you can also visit
the Center for Keratoconus on the Internet
at www.KCenter.org .

The Effects of Media on
Adolescents
(NAPSA)-Parents know kids are
watching lots of television, but how is it
affecting them?
While there is lots of sex on TV, movies,
music and the Internet, very little is known
about its effect on children and teenagers.
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Introduction to Online Learning ADDS502
Signing up for an online class for the
Fall Trimester?
Curious about how an online course is
different from a traditional class?
Not sure if an online class is right for you?
You II get the answers in Introduction to
Online learning (ADDS502).
This is a course designed for every GSU
student, no matter what your major is.
With each of our colleges offering more
online classes and classes with online
components, you owe it to yourself to learn
how to get the most out of the online
educational experience.
Classes Start June 23. Registration Open
Through June 29.
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That may be the most troubling result of a
new study released by The Medical Institute
for Sexual Health.
One statistic shows that the average
teenager spends three to four hours a day
watching TV. According to the Medical
Institute's president, Joe S. Mcllhaney, MD,
for every hour of programming watched by
adolescents, an average of 6.7 scenes
includes sexual topics. Movies aren't much
better. Most American teens have seen an
R-rated movie before their 16th birthdayone study found that there are 10 instances
of nudity per R-rated film frequently seen
by youth.
"All we really know is that kids are overexposed to sex," said Dr. Mcllhaney. "The
old remedy-just turn the channel if you don't
like what your kids are seeing-doesn't work.
One thing this study makes clear-sexual
imagery and content is finding children and
teens everywhere. Even if they tried, kids
can't escape it."
The Medical Institute looked at 20 years
of research and reviewed more than 2,500
research documents and found only 19 that
look at the effect of mass media on
adolescent sexual attitudes and behavior.
The little bit of research available suggests
that adolescents exposed to TV with sexual
content tend to have an unrealistic and
unrealistically positive view of premarital
sex. How that impacts behavior is unknown.
Furthermore, no research has been
conducted exploring the impact of sexual
content on the Internet, on radio and COs,
and video and computer games.
Experts are recommending a multi-year
effort to learn what all the sex in the media
may be doing to America's teens .
To
learn
more,
visit www.
medinstitute.org.

Workshops on Today s Issues
Interested in the most effective ways to
respond to conflict? Want to understand the
problems facing the working AfricanAmerican woman? Or how to empower
employees with personal concerns?
Curious about the state of marriage in the
21st Century?
These are questions thinking people ask.
We II suggest some answers.
Register for the one credit hour workshops
being offered this summer all:
June 26-27 SOCWSOO African American
Women and Working
July 9-10 SOCWSOO Empower Employees
with Personal Concern
July10-11 SOCWSOO Declining Significance
of Marriage
July17-18 SOCWSOO Healer in a Social Work
Context
July 30-31 SOCWSOO Responding to Conflict
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Don't Forget Your Existing Clients
Quest for new clients shouldn 't ignore those who pay the
bills
Acquisition. It's a big word in small business marketing. Companies are constantly
looking at ways to draw new people to the business and generate new streams of revenue.
In this quest, some small businesses make the mistake of focusing too much on new
customer acquisition, only to find that their existing customers have been lured away by a
competitor.
Ironic, isn't it? The very tactics you use to drive new customers to your business are
the same ones that your competitors can use to take them away from you. Losing sight of
your existing customer base is truly an example of not seeing the forest for the trees. Did
you know that on average, it costs a small business 10 times as much to attract a new
client as it does to retain an existing one? Think about that the next time you are planning
an acquisition marketing campaign, then use these three tips to ensure that your customers
don't fall prey to your competitor's acquisition efforts:
Coffee Anyone?: One of the simplest and most cost effective retention initiatives
I've seen involved sending your customers a brief letter and tossing in a gift certificate for
a free coffee at a local coffee shop (if you're a local business), or a national coffee chain
(if you operate in a broader area.) It will only cost you about one dollar for each of your
customers plus mailing costs, and you'll accomplish two things. Firstly, they'll be reminded
of your company name and services thanks to your brief letter, and secondly, they'll enjoy
a hot cup of coffee and feel good about you gesture. That free coffee can go a long way
towards client retention.
Get Them a Deal: Who are your customers? Are they small businesspeople operating
in your area? Are they pet owners? Are they car lovers? The product you sell will dictate
what your clients are interested in. (For example if you sell a new type of car wax, you can
be fairly certain that 99% of your clients are car buffs). If you have even a few dozen
clients, you could approach another local business that sells a car related product (let's
say a new tire polish) and offer them a deal. You'll send a letter to all of your customers
and offer them a great deal on the tire polish of 40% off the retail price. The company you
approach should be willing to do this, as they have the potential to make a number of
sales at one time, and your customers receive something of value from you, making them
remember your company name and feel good about your offer.
Take it one step further and reciprocate the offer. The tire polish company can tell all
of their clients about your car wax, and you'll offer them a 40% as well since you now have
the chance to sell some of your product. Client loyalty and new business too .... a total
solution! Just make sure that what you offer to your clients is actually valuable and not just
a hollow sales pitch. Your reputation may be hurt by partnering with businesses that do
not invest as much in client satisfaction as you do.
Build a Community: Keeping in contact with your customers is another way to improve
customer retention. If your customers receive a newsletter or ezine from you on a regular
basis, it becomes very difficult for them to forget about you or your services. Producing an
ezine or newsletter is not as difficult as you think. The Internet is full of articles and opinions
on almost every subject imaginable. Most authors will grant you permission to use their
articles free of charge provided that you include a link to their website (you can find a
great collection of articles on a wide variety of topics at www.ideamarketers.com,
www.clickforcontent.com, and others). By building a small newsletter or ezine that contains
2 or 3 articles per month, you will get one opportunity each month to remind your customers
that you value their business. Of course you could also include information about your
latest product or service offerings in your newsletter in addition to the articles.
Acquiring customers is important, but retaining customers is critical to the ongoing
success of your business. Small gestures often go a long way towards thwarting the
acquisition efforts of your competition, and ensuring that your customers remain aware of
your company and interested in your services.
Will Dylan is the Author of "Small Business Big Marketing" a powerful e-book for
small businesses available through his website www.marketingyoursmallbusiness.com.
Will also offers article and news release writing services. Article contents © 2004 by
marketingyoursmallbusiness.com.
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Prevention A Good Policy For
Small Businesses
-David Chambers &
Stephanie N. Blahut, Editors
Engaging in a business venture is not something to be considered lightly. The Illinois
Department of Commerce and Community Affairs offers a resource booklet to small
business owners (SBO's) called, "Cutting through the Red Tape for Small Business,"
published by the First Stop Business Information Center.
With all of the regulations, licenses, permits, financial considerations, and business
operations issues to consider, a wise choice would be to take advantage of any free or
low cost information sources available, many of which are sponsored by your state
government, and often co-sponsored with federal tax dollars. Since we all pay taxes, it
just makes sense to go and get our money's worth from government sources!
This publication is an excellent place to start, since it will save you time, aggravation,
and quite a bit of legwork (research). By studying this basic manual, you will get some
ideas of what you may be faced with, helping you decide whether becoming a small
business owner is the right decision for you. If you find yourself deciding to go ahead,
you may want consider how you will obtain the professional advice you will need, such
as accounting, tax, personnel, financing your business, and many more issues. Wouldn't
it be great if each and every prospective business owner had one place they could go to
for all the answers? This article will provide you with both private and government
resources designed to answer questions or provide solutions to business owners and
entrepreneurs.

Taxes
Believe it or not, the IRS (Internal Revenue Service) has a website which anyone
considering small business ownership or even those already active entrepreneurs will
really appreciate at http://www.irs.gov.smallbiz. There are workshops designed to help
the small business owner understand and fulfill their federal tax responsibilities which
are sponsored and presented by IRS partners who are federal tax specialists.
The topics range from a general overview of taxes to more specific topics, such as
record keeping and retirement plans; and although most are free, some workshops have
fees associated with them. There is a FAQ section, as well as instructions one-filing,
where to file, and even a page listing the services of the IRS Taxpayer Advocate (TA)
program. This site is invaluable to the small business owner for the simple fact that it
provides a great deal of valuable information on a subject that is usually very difficult
and confusing even for a professional tax preparer. These workshops are available on
CD-ROM, or in self-study format through online classes, which are offered in both English
and Spanish.
Information Technology Services
If computers have been a source of frustration to your new or existing business,
CMIT Solutions (formerly Computer MOMS) offers a monthly service program that assists
the small business owner (or individual) by offering technology services and solutions.
In a sense it is an outsourced IT (Information Technology) department which employs
part-time, certified professionals with diverse sets of skills and expertise at a fraction of
the cost of a single IT employee. This allows the business owner to effectively control
start-up costs, as well as the costs associated with computer maintenance, virus
protection, networking, upgrades, website maintenance, and employee software training.
When troubleshooting and technical support issues arise, this company empowers
their clients to focus on the operation of their core business while CMIT manages their
technology needs. CMIT Solutions also offers Emergency Response Priority assistance
with network issues; virtual online support, preventative maintenance, online encrypted
backup solutions, a remote help desk, and can arm or disarm firewalls when necessary.
CMIT Solutions also offers a professional trainer program , which makes one-onone software coaching available to you and your employees, at your location, on your
computers. This option saves your business travel expenses incurred when having to
send your employees outside the office . It is also recognized as the most effective
methodology for adult learners to maximize time and efficiency.
CMIT Solutions also offers a free technology assessment which provides a written
analysis of productivity, revenue generation, system effectiveness and efficiency, and
security. Interested SBO's and individuals can download a sample assessment report
at: http://www.cmit.biz.
In the last few years , business continu ity planning has become an essential part of
a business operation. In a study performed by the University of Texas and the Small
Business Administration, of all the small businesses that lose their data in a disaster,
50% never re-open , and 90% shut their doors within two years. CMIT offers solutions in
emergency data recovery and secure, encrypted data storage and back-up.
CMIT Solutions will come to your place of business and spend one hour to provide
you with a customized report detailing opportunities to reduce risk, lower costs, and
increase productivity and revenues. When opening a small business , with the lack of
knowledge about IT being so commonplace, seriously consider giving CMIT Solutions
the opportunity to assess your business's potential technological inefficiencies. This
assessment will then help you decide if customized solutions by CMIT are right for your
business.
For more information on CMIT Solutions (Computer MOMS), visit: http://www.cmit.biz,
or call Angela Fett at (708) 974-0609.
Total Business Solution Packages
One avenue to explore is the option of an ail-in-one program, such as
GoSmaiiBiz.com. This one-stop shopping has advantages and disadvantages. For
example, some will prefer the pay-as-you-go plan, where you only pay for services you
need as you get them . However, when faced with a human resources question, a tax
question, or a legal issue, paying a professional for each specific issue can cost you
more in the long run. GoSmaiiBiz.com also offers the information you will need to comply
with government regulations regarding ERISA, ADA, OSHA, IRS, and more. Failure to
comply with these regulations can cost you ypur business.
Realistically, unless you know a group of professionals, each possessing years of
experience covering every aspect of business operations, you might be well-served by
signing up with a company that can offer those services on a "pay-as-you-go" basis. It
may be worth it to try a service like this for a few months, and really use it. At only $14.95
per month, using www.gosmallbiz.com is much better than trying to locate a competent
professional, making an appointment, and spending time away from your business to
meet with someone who only specializes in some aspects of business needs.
For more information on GoSmaiiBiz.com, please visit http://www.gosmallbiz.com.
Legal Services
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enterPoint Provides Small Business Assistance
Monica Bass
Staff Writer
Summer is the time to indulge in the
things you enjoy the most! If you are not
taking courses, do you have a hobby you
would like to turn into profit? Are you a small
business owner and need to know more
about financial resources to expand your
business? If so, CenterPoint Business
Services at Governors State University is
for you!
CenterPoint is a division of the Small
Business Development Center on the
premises of GSU. This program is in
collaboration with GSU, the Illinois
Department of Commerce & Economic
Opportunity, the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA) and the Service
Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE) and
is free of charge .
CenterPoint is located in Room C3300 ,
and was named "Illinois's most efficient and
effective small business development
center for the year 2002 ," leading the state
in total loan dollars secured for cl ients and
creating a number of jobs over the past

three years. Hilary Burkinshaw, the Director
of CenterPoint at Governors State
Un iversity, is a very friendly and
knowledgeable asset to any prospective
entrepreneur or current business owner.
Various complimentary sessions are
offered to those just interested in starting
business. "Starting a Business : Q&A",
"Business Plan Basics", and "Franchising
Basics", are a few of the business seminars
presented on a rotating basis. Marketing
and e-Commerce strategies are covered in
another tier of presentations. Accounting
and bookkeeping skills are also offered .
CenterPoint is a good source of
reference for seeking information on how
to search for a business checking account,
run a nonprofit organization, writing a
business plan and getting a loan as well as
a how to complete the business loan
process.
In April Burkinshaw hosted a seminar
on , "Starting a Business: Q&A", and covered
the facts about the reality of a low success

rate for start-up small businesses. Some
of the benefits of becoming the boss versus
being an employee were covered. Being
an entrepreneur is not for everyone, but
CenterPoint will work with you at the most
basic level.
The staff consists of a team of
professionals and offer one-on-one
business counseling by appointment and
various seminars each month to small
groups at GSU and the south suburban
area. The staff is very resourceful and is
here to help with any questions or
information you may need. Centerpoint
staff members are: Director, Hilary
Burkinshaw; Business Analyst, Eric
Matanyi; Portfolio Manager, Mary Lou Ruiz;
and Administration , Sheryl Harper.
For counseling, loan information,
resources , and seminars and training , call
(708) 534-4929, or visit CenterPoint on the
web at http://www.centerpointgsu.com.

•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CenterPoint Seminar Schedule
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Fashion That Fits the Plus-Size Woman
(NAPSA)-Achieving just the right look
is easier these days thanks to a wide array
of fashion options.
Women , sizes 14 and up , are now
finding it easier to get fashionable and
comfortable clothes that fit at a reasonable
price. More companies are catering to
women who wear these sizes and
specialized catalogues make it easier to find
fashions that fit from the privacy of your own
home.
For example, Silhouettes offers a
collection of more than 400 items, including
pants, blouses, dresses, footwear,
swimwear, special occasions, intimates and
accessories in a variety of styles from
modern to classic. The catalogue and Web
site offer petite, tall and extended sizes.
This season, wardrobe must-haves
include six-piece linen separates you can
mix, match and wear. Crew or v-neck Tshirts in 24 of the freshest colors creates

an instant update. For that "put-together
look," think classic knits. Silhouettes offers

plenty of flattering, easy-to-wear wrinklefree knits.
Dresses and skirts for this spring are
crafted from fluid fabrics. Reversibles are a
wardrobe must-have, feminine and easy, in
beautiful prints and bright solids.
Seasonal ensembles are a merger of
workandstyle,lettingwomengetoutofthe
stuffy suit and be fun and flirty. Lively colors
and imaginative shapes are working nineto-five.
One reason Silhouettes is so popular
is the amount of time and energy spent
making sure the products fit. The savvy
customer comes to Silhouettes for the
fashion and keeps returning for the fit.
For more information, please call (800)
341-4632 or visit www.silhouettes.com.
Otherwebsites specializing in plus-size
clothing include: www.lanebryant.com,
www.lanebryantcatalog.com, and www.plussize-clothing-store.com .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"Prevention," continued
from Pg.11
every aspect of bus i ness, and that
ignorance of the law can devastate a
business overnight. The legal problems of
small business owners have always been
a sore spot, understandably because it is
so difficult to find a reliable law firm that
offers full service, maintains contact with
their clients, and is affordable. This seems
to be the primary reason most SBO's
attempt to handle their legal issues
themselves, contributing in no small part
to the incredible amount of stress they face
everyday.
Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc. (NYSE:
PPLSI) has been setting the standard for
excellence in legal service plans for 30
years. They have plans for individuals,
families, and SBO's. They offer services
like unlimited phone consultat ion ,
collection letters, contract reviews, and
much more for a low monthly fee. The plan
is simply a sound investment. With attorney
fees ranging in the hundreds of dollars per
hour, in many instances, with only minimal
use the plan will have more than paid for
itself within a year.
A Pre-Paid Legal plan is easy to
implement since there are no long-term
contracts; you can cancel anytime. There
are no claim forms, no deductibles, no time
consuming admin istrative duties , no
cancellation forms, convenient once a
month billing , electronic enrollment and
paperless bill ing options. Members are
served by a provider law firm, usually AV
rated (meaning the law firm has been rated
highly by their peers) , which has been
carefully screened and selected by PPLSI.
To use the plan, members simply call their
provider law firm directly at the toll-free
number on their membership card when
they have a legal question or problem.
For more information on PPLSI ,
please visit: http://www.prepaidlegal.com/
hub/davidchambers.

Reflection
The thing to remember here is that
bad news travels at the speed of light, while
good news travels at the speed of
convenience. Conduct your own research,
including talking to other small business
owners; you may find that the best way for
you to reduce the stress is to pre-pay for
services you are going to need anyway.
Prepayment is common now at
restaurants, medical faci lities (health
insurance), and cellular phone providers
to name a few. The added benefits of time
saved attempting to locate a responsible,
affordable professional for all of your
business needs is time you can spend
building your business. As noted by that
famous American, Benjamin Franklin, "An
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure."
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Severe Weather Continues To Threaten Central United States
Are you up4o-date with the latest weather information?
Preparing For A Tornado:
Tornadoes can occur anywhefe1 ~hcf ~f any time of the year? Peak tornado season in the
southern states is in March through May, while peak months in the northern states are
during the summer. Tornadoes §lq~Jnost likely to occur between 3pm and 9pm, but can
happen all ho.urs of the day or,f,ljgl)t,
'
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Key Safety Rules:
~.

.

In a home or building, move to;~_ ;pre-designated shelter, such as a basement.
If an underground shelter is not available, move to a small interior room or hallway on
the lowest floor and get under a &turdy piece of furniture.
Put as many walls as possibl~ -b~tWeen you and the outside.
Stay away from windows.
' · ';,.' 'If caught outside in a vehicle, do not try to outrun a tornado.
Get out of the vehicle and seek safe shelter. Lie flat in a nearby ditch or depression
and cover your head with your hands.
Be aware of flying debris. Flying debris from tornadoes causes most deaths and injUries.
Mobile homes, even if tied down, offer little protection from tornadoes. You should
leave a mobile home and go to the lowest floor of a sturdy nearby building or a storm
shelter.
PREUMI.NAAV OATA-0

Occasionally, tornadoes develop so rapidly that advance warning is not possible. Remain
alert for signs of an approaching tornado such as a dark, often greenish sky, large hail, or
a loud roar similar to a freight train.

~

TORNADO INCIDENCE MAP

Ar••• which are mo•t at d•k

Watches Versus Warnings
Watch: Tornadoes are possible in your area. Remain alert for approaching storms and
rapidly changing weather conditions. Know what counties or parishes are in the watch
area by listening to NOAA Weather Radio or your local television outlets.
Warning: A tornado has been sighted or indicated by weather radar. A warning indicates
imminent danger to life and property to those in the path of the storm, move to your predesignated place of safety.

NOAA is dedicated to enhancing economic security and national safety through
the prediction and research of weather and climate-related events and
providing environmental stewardship of the nations coastal and marine
resources. NOAA is part of the US. Department of Commerce.
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Heavy rains fall over the campus earlier in the severe weather season.

Be alert to rapidly changing weather conditions.

Current infonnation, tips and alerts can be found on these

weather-related websltes:
The Emergency Email & Wireless Network
http://www.EmergencyEmall.org

The weather Channei.Online
bftp:/twww..weather.com

NatJonai•Oceanic and Almospherlc Adminfstratlon·(NOAA)
hltp:llwww.noaa.gov
National weaaw Service

hltp:/IWeather.gcw

WunctergroundWeafl• .
hltp:ltwww.wunctergrounct.com
WGNWeatl•
http:llwgntY-trb-.comlti8wslweather/
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